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Gary Thomas argues that he should have received benefits provided under the 

2008 Special Attrition Plan (SAP) as part of a grievance settlement that allowed him to 
retire under the GM-UAW Supplemental Agreement – Pension Plan. 

 
FACTS 

 
Gary E. Thomas worked at General Motors’ Metal Fabricating Division in Marion, 

Indiana, in a bargaining unit represented by UAW Local Union 977.  He had a GM 
seniority date of June 20, 1977.  He had transferred to the Marion plant on October 10, 
1999.1  Thomas was suspended on January 21, 2005, following an altercation with 
another employee which resulted in an injury.2 

 

                                                 
1 Record, p. 140. 
2 Record, p. 46. 
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On the night of the incident, Thomas was classified as a Die Setter – Leader.  
Thomas and his crew were having problems with a steel driver, George Dyer, who was 
ignoring the safety lights put in place by the die set crew.  The crew members contacted 
supervisor Steve Mowrey and asked him to address the problem.  Supervisor Mowrey 
told the crew that he would speak to Dyer about the problem.  In a written statement 
submitted in connection with the Gary Thomas incident, Mowrey described the following 
encounter with Dyer: 

 
“…As I approached the aisle George pulled into the aisle directly up to me 
and said, ‘You need to do something with your fucking people.’  I asked 
George what the issue was.  He said, ‘Your people want to tell me what to 
do and that I can’t be in this aisle.’  I told George that when there is a die 
set going on it is the die setter’s responsibility to make sure the area is 
clear including having people move that would be in the path of travel.  
George then responded, ‘This is my area and Beckman’s lines have to be 
set and you are not going to tell me that I will not drive in here.’  The die 
set safety lights were out in the aisle and I pointed to them and told 
George that when those lights were out in the aisle he was not to enter 
into the area without direction from the die set crew, that it was a direct 
violation of safety.   He then leaned down into my face and said, ‘Take the 
fucking light post and stick it up your ass,’ and drove off.”3 

Mowrey reported that he called Dyer’s supervisor Suzie Woods at this point to discuss 
the problem.  While he was waiting for Woods, Mowrey stated that he found Gary 
Thomas sitting next to the die set hole with his coat and belongings in his lap.  
According to Mowrey, Thomas stated that he had been attacked by Dyer.  Mowrey 
described the following conversation with Thomas: 
 

“…Gary stood up out of the chair and said, ‘I told them to call you over 
here, let’s go to your office.’  We started walking toward the office and he 
finally started talking and said, ‘That asshole jumped me over by the steel 
area by your office.’  I took a closer look at him and noticed his face was 
red, mouth bleeding, and he was limping.  I asked him who had jumped 
him.  He said, ‘That driver out at AA3.  He pulled up beside me when I was 
walking to the bathroom and asked me if I had a problem with him.’  
(Cannot remember what Gary said his response to this was.)  He said the 
next thing he knew George jumped off the truck tackling him and started 
beating on his face.  Gary looked at me and said, ‘This time I fought back, 
if they’re going to throw me out for not fighting back, I am at least going to 
protect myself.’  He said, ‘This guy was going nuts.’  We got to my office 
and Gary went in and sat on the floor.  I told him that when Suzie got out 

                                                 
3 Record, p. 57. 
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here I would talk to her about what happened and then take him up to 
medical and also have to get security involved to take a report.”4 

At this point, however, Mowrey reported that he saw two people from security racing up 
and down the aisle as if they were looking for someone.  When he questioned the 
people from security, Mowrey discovered that they were looking for Thomas.  He 
described his conversation with them as follows: 
 

“…They pulled me aside real quick and asked if I knew what was going 
on.  I said Gary said he had gotten in a fight with George.  Then they told 
me George had been stabbed and asked me if Gary had a knife.  I told 
them I didn’t know, but he had been very calm with me and was talking to 
me.  Did they want me to take him up to medical?  (I knew at that point the 
Marion police were already on their way to the plant.)  Security asked me 
if I was comfortable with that and I was.  Gary hadn’t made me feel 
threatened at all.  I went in and told Gary that I needed to take him up to 
medical and that security needed to talk to him.  He picked up his things, 
came out, and got on the scooter and we went up to medical with a 
security escort.”5    

Officer Nathan McBee of the Marion Police Department reported that when he 
arrived at the General Motors plant at 00:51 on January 21, 2005, he found an 
ambulance crew working with George Dyer in the back of an ambulance.  According to 
McBee, Dyer told him that he had been stabbed by a guy known as “Manson.”6  McBee 
reported that plant security put him in contact with Gary Thomas who was being treated 
by the infirmary nurse.  McBee interviewed Thomas at the police station and confirmed 
that Thomas was known in the plant as Manson.  According to McBee’s report, Thomas 
admitted stabbing Dyer but claimed he was acting in self defense.7  McBee reported that 
he placed Thomas under arrest for criminal recklessness with a deadly weapon.8  

 
Gary Thomas was released on bond from the Grant County jail on Friday, 

January 21, 2005.  GM management contacted Thomas by telephone on January 24, 
2005, and instructed him to report to Labor Relations at the start of his shift for a 
Paragraph 76(a) interview regarding the incident on January 21, 2005, that led to his 
suspension by GM.9  According to notes of the interview, Thomas stated that he tried to 
avoid any confrontation with Dyer because he had previously been suspended for 
getting into an argument.  He said he tried to find the supervisor, Steve Mowrey, to deal 

                                                 
4 Record, p. 58. 
5 Record, p. 58. 
6 Record, p. 59. 
7 Record, p. 60. 
8 Record, p. 61. 
9 Record, p. 141. 
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with Dyer, but he could not find him.  Thomas admitted that he pulled out his knife, but 
explained that he did so because he was afraid of Dyer; he thought Dyer was going to 
kill him.10 

 
At the conclusion of the Paragraph 76(a) interview, UAW Committeeperson Brian 

Alder requested additional time to try to locate an eye witness to the fight between 
Thomas and Dyer.  According to Shop Committee minutes prepared on March 24, 
2005, neither Committeeperson Alder nor any member of management found an eye 
witness to the fight.11  On January 27, Thomas’s suspension was converted to a 
discharge effective January 24, 2005.  The Notice of Disciplinary Action gives the 
following reason for the discharge: 

 
“You are being discharged for ‘cause’ as a result of your involvement in a 
physical altercation on Friday, January 21, 2005, at approx. 12:30 a.m. 
with employee George Dyer, whereby your own admission, you drew and 
used a knife that resulted in physical harm to said employee, George 
Dyer.”12   

On January 31, 2005, Local Union 977 filed Grievance A440129 on behalf of Gary 
Thomas protesting his discharge.13  
 

Management responded to the grievance at a Shop Committee meeting on 
March 24, 2005, as follows: 

 
“In the time frame in which Gary Thomas has been here at the Marion 
plant, which has been just over five years, he has not demonstrated the 
behavior consistent with the policy we enforce as a corporation.  As you 
have read above, Mr. Thomas has a documented history of alleged 
workplace violence complaints and has been disciplined previously for his 
involvement in an altercation with a co-worker, even prior to the altercation 
in which he was involved on Friday, January 21, 2005.  It is also well 
known that Mr. Thomas’s nickname on the plant floor is “Manson.”  
General Motors has the ultimate responsibility to protect the health and 
safety of each of our employees and provide a safe work environment 
each and every day.  This responsibility includes taking the actions of 
Mr. Thomas VERY serious and living up to our policy on workplace 
violence as stated above.”14  

                                                 
10 Record, pp. 50-52. 
11 Record, p. 141. 
12 Record, p. 108. 
13 Record, p. 112. 
14 Record, p. 144. 
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Grievance A440129 was appealed to the third step as Appeal Case No. AA-3 on April 6, 
2005.  In response to management’s answer to the grievance, the UAW made the 
following comment: 
 

“Nicknames and allegations should not be the cause to discharge an 
employee.   The UAW is just as concerned over the issue to provide a 
safe free environment to work in, free from violence, drugs, harassment, 
etc.  Therefore, we want this case reviewed at a higher level and base any 
decision on facts, not allegations and nicknames.”15 

On October 12, 2006, the UAW added four additional complaints to Appeal Case 
AA-3 and the appeal was referred back to Step Three of the grievance procedure so 
that material to support these complaints could be added to the record.  The first 
additional charge was that management violated Paragraph 76 of the National 
Agreement when they mailed the notice of discharge to Thomas without first giving him 
the opportunity to speak with his union representative.16  The second charge was that 
management fostered a hostile work environment when they did not take action against 
George Dyer or address the ongoing problem that existed on the third shift between 
Dyer and the die set team.  The Union asserted that the whole incident could have been 
avoided if management had taken proper and immediate action in response to Dyer’s 
antagonistic and insubordinate attitude.17  Finally, the Union charged management with 
disparate treatment for its failure to discipline Dyer for his involvement in the incident.18   

 
Management responded to the union’s additional allegations on November 10, 

2006.  Management asserted that Thomas was given an opportunity to speak with 
Committeeperson Brian Alder prior to the Paragraph 76(a) interview on January 25, 
2005.  Management commented: 

 
“Management intended to assess discipline on 1-24-05 at the conclusion 
of the 76(a) interview, however, at the union’s request (Committeeman 
Brian Alder) the suspension dated 1-21-05 was extended (Reference pg. 
12 of G. Thomas 76a interview and handwritten notes from M. Munger’s 
conversation with J. Lalonde on 1-31-05).”19  

Management denied that it had fostered a hostile work environment for Thomas by 
failing to address the conflict on the third shift between the die movement team and 
Dyer.  Management stated that it had attempted to address the issue, but that it had not 
been made aware that G. Thomas was involved in the problems on the third shift.  If 

                                                 
15 Record, p. 147. 
16 Record, p. 167. 
17 Record, p. 168. 
18 Record, p. 170. 
19 Record, p. 173. 
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Thomas felt harassed, management maintained that he had a responsibility to report 
the harassment to management for investigation.20 Management also questioned the 
union’s position that Thomas was acting solely in self defense.  Its response to the 
union states: 
 

“G. Thomas also states on pg. 2 of Exhibit B that he started slashing the 
knife about and then he lunged it toward George Dyer.  Lunging toward an 
individual would not appear to be self defense.  It also appears unusual 
that a person named by the union as the aggressor (G. Dyer) would have 
received a cut on his back.  (Reference union exhibits D, H, I, and J, and 
pg. 3 of G. Dyer’s 76a interview).  If G. Dyer were the aggressor, why 
would he have been stabbed from behind?”21 

After these statements were exchanged, the union expressed its intention to take 
Appeal Case AA-3 to step 4 of the grievance procedure.  Appeal Case AA-3 was 
appealed to the Umpire on November 29, 2006.22 
 

Appeal Case AA-3 was settled by the UAW-GM Department on September 26, 
2007.  The parties agreed that Thomas would be reinstated solely for the purpose of 
retiring under the provisions of the UAW-GM National Agreement, Supplemental 
Agreement – Pension Plan.  Under the terms of the settlement agreement, Thomas’s 
discharge was converted to a long term disciplinary layoff.  The settlement agreement 
states: 

 
“Pending final determination of accurate pension/retirement status and 
guidance to be completed by the GM Pension staff, Thomas’s status will 
be converted from long term disciplinary layoff to a status determined 
consistent with the purpose of this settlement.  Concurrent with such 
status change and, if necessary, the grievant will be paid a number of 
hours’ wages (at the rate of $7.15/hr for the purpose of this grievance 
settlement only), only to the extent required to attain the minimum credited 
service required to retire under the retirement provisions of the GM-UAW 
Supplemental Agreement – Pension Plan.”23 

The agreement states that the grievant will not be entitled to any other benefit or 
compensation accruing prior to the date of his approved retirement.24  International 
Representative Keith Neargardner advised Thomas of the terms of this settlement 
agreement in a letter dated November 9, 2007.  In accordance with the terms of his 

                                                 
20 Record, p. 173. 
21 Record, p. 174. 
22 Record, p. 189. 
23 Record, p. 192. 
24 Record, p. 192. 
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settlement agreement, Thomas arranged to take a voluntary retirement under the 
regular UAW-GM Pension Plant effective January 1, 2008.25  
 

In October 2007, GM and the UAW entered into discussions about a Special 
Attrition Program (SAP) offering retirement incentives to employees who agreed to a 
voluntary early retirement.  The retirement incentives described in the 2008 SAP were 
made retroactive to October 1, 2007, and information about the program was sent to 
Thomas.  Thomas completed the paperwork provided in connection with the 2008 SAP 
program and returned it to GM.  On October 14, 2008, GM advised Thomas that the 
SAP paperwork should not have been sent to him.  GM’s letter states: 

 
“This letter is written to advise you that the correspondence you recently 
received relating to an amendment to the General Motors Hourly 
Employee Pension Plan that permitted certain retirees to receive 
additional benefits, conditioned upon execution of a release, was 
mistakenly sent to you. 

After a further review of the eligibility rules, our records indicate that you 
received a letter in error indicating that you were considered part of the 
group that was entitled to this extra benefit.  This letter is to notify you that, 
due to the conditions surrounding your final employment with GM, you 
were not among the retirees eligible for the additional benefit.   

We are sorry for any confusion caused by the earlier correspondence.”26 

Thomas apparently contacted members of the UAW-GM Department regarding 
the letter he received from GM on October 14, 2008.  The UAW-GM Department 
contacted General Motors Corporate Labor Relations about the issue.  Labor Relations 
took the position that the October 14 letter was accurate.  The Umpire staff ultimately 
concluded that it could not demonstrate that appellant was intended to be included in 
the group entitled to the retroactive SAP.  Debbie Chamberlain of the UAW-GM 
Department Umpire Section advised Thomas of this decision on April 28, 2009.27  
Thomas appealed the union’s decision not to pursue his claim for SAP benefits to the 
International Executive Board (IEB) on May 4, 2009.  

 
In support of his appeal to the IEB, Thomas argued that he had been led to 

believe that the settlement of his grievance entitled him to his full retirement benefit 
under the terms of the UAW-GM Pension Plan.  He said that employees retiring under 
that plan after October 1, 2007, were entitled to the additional benefits described in the 

                                                 
25 Record, p. 206. 
26 Record, p. 195. 
27 Record, p. 197. 
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SAP, so that he should have received those benefits.28  He asked to have his grievance 
reinstated for a fair and rational interpretation of the settlement. 

 
Debbie Chamberlain responded to an inquiry regarding Thomas’s appeal on 

July 14, 2009, in a memorandum addressed to International President Ron Gettelfinger.  
Chamberlain pointed out that there was no discussion of SAP benefits during the 
negotiation of the settlement of Thomas’s grievance because the grievance was settled 
on September 26, 2007, and discussion of the SAP did not commence until October 
2007.29  She observed that the grievance settlement specifically provided that the 
grievant would not be entitled to any further benefits and that the terms of the settlement 
were final and binding.  Chamberlain concluded: 

 
“It is the UAW-GM Department’s position that the appellant’s contentions 
could not be won in arbitration.  As the moving party, the union’s burden 
would be to establish that the appellant was to be included in the group 
entitled to the retroactive SAP.  The language signed by S. Stoker 
specifically listed the intended terms of the grievance settlement.  The 
settlement did not include any contingencies for the 2008 SAP.”30 

President Gettelfinger’s staff concluded that a hearing was unnecessary on 
Thomas’s appeal.  Acting on his behalf, Administrative Assistant James Blaine prepared 
a report to the IEB on the appeal based on information provided by the appellant and 
the UAW-GM Department.  Blaine explained that Thomas received the SAP application 
that was sent to all employees who retired after October 2007.  When the company 
reviewed Thomas’s application, however, it concluded that he was not eligible for the 
benefits provided by the program.  Blaine reported that Thomas had received a full 
retirement benefit with health care as provided for in the settlement of his grievance.  He 
found that the settlement did not grant Thomas the right to additional benefits such as 
those provided by the SAP. 31 

 
Blaine concluded that the UAW-GM Department’s interpretation of Thomas’s 

grievance settlement was rational.  He found no evidence of improper motivations in 
connection with the settlement or its interpretation by the UAW-GM Department.  Based 
on these conclusions, Blaine denied Thomas’s appeal.  The IEB adopted Blaine’s report 
as its decision on September 25, 2009.32  Thomas has now appealed the IEB’s decision 
to the Public Review Board (PRB). 

                                                 
28 Record, p. 196. 
29 Record, p. 206. 
30 Record, p. 207. 
31 Record, pp. 218-219. 
32 Record, p. 208. 
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FACTS 
 

A. Gary Thomas: 

My retirement date is January 1, 2008.  When I agreed to retire under the 
settlement agreement, I had been led to believe that I was entitled to the benefits 
provided by the SAP.  The local union representatives thought I would be entitled to the 
benefits provided by the 2008 SAP.  In addition, GM sent me applications for these 
benefits and I had signed them.  If I thought that I would not receive the SAP benefits, I 
would not have retired and would instead have appealed the grievance settlement in 
2007. 

 
I would have appealed the grievance settlement because I was wrongfully 

discharged by GM.  I was attacked by a fellow employee.  I felt my life was being 
threatened and I was forced to defend myself.  I have been treated unjustly. 

 
On the night of the incident that led to my discharge, I was working four hours 

overtime on the third shift after my regular eight hour shift.  I have severe arthritis due to 
prior injuries and have difficulty walking after the die changes.  We had five die changes 
on the second shift.  During each die change, my crew would secure ten large dies with 
chains and move them across the ceiling.  We had three more changes to do on the 
third shift.  Two of the changes were on the same line.  We had about an hour to get the 
first change done before the presses went down.  All of the workers on the line were 
being put under the gun by management to keep the line running.  

 
While we were moving the dies across the ceiling, a fork truck driver drove under 

the die to restock the sheet metal being fed into the presses.  There were flashing signs 
instructing drivers not to enter the area.  I pointed at the driver and at the die, because it 
was too loud to communicate verbally in the plant.  My crew and the driver started 
yelling at each other, and a sharp exchange took place between the driver and one of 
the people on my crew.  While we were moving the second die, the same driver drove 
under it again.  This time he started abusing my crew and making threatening gestures.  
I was close enough to him to smell the alcohol on his breath. 

 
I went to look for a supervisor to deal with the situation.  I wanted to avoid a 

confrontation with this driver because I was afraid of losing my job.  As I was headed 
toward the supervisor’s office, he cut me off with his truck and threatened me with a 
large pair of Channellock pliers.  In this isolated area on the third shift with a skeleton 
crew there were no witnesses.  He jumped off the truck with the Channellocks, waving 
them and asked if I had a problem with him.  I said no, and he punched me in the face.  
I looked at the Channellocks and the sharp sheet metal and was afraid for my life.  As 
he continued to hit me, I defended myself with a knife I had in my pocket.  

 
I need the benefit provided by the SAP to repay my parents who used their 

retirement savings to defend me against the unjust charge against me as a result of this 
incident.   
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B. International Union, UAW: 

Appellant states that his local union representatives led him to believe that he 
would be entitled to the SAP benefits.  There is nothing in the record regarding any 
communication between Thomas and the local union regarding his entitlement to 
benefits under the SAP.  In addition, the actual terms of the 2008 SAP were not agreed 
to until February 29, 2008, well after Thomas’s grievance was settled.  Thomas’s 
grievance was settled on September 26, 2007.  He was notified of the terms of the 
settlement on November 9, 2007.  He did not appeal the settlement. 

 
General Motors and the UAW-GM Department reviewed the settlement and 

concluded that the language barred appellant from participating in the SAP.  This was a 
reasonable interpretation of the settlement agreement.  The matter was carefully 
considered and not handled in a perfunctory manner.  There is no evidence that the 
decision was improperly motivated.  Therefore, the decision of the IEB should be 
upheld. 

DISCUSSION 
 

Thomas’s primary argument in support of his claim for benefits under the Special 
Attrition Plan is that he was unjustly discharged.  He vehemently asserts that he was not 
the aggressor in the fight that led to his discharge and that he acted in self defense.  It is 
not our function, however, to determine who was at fault in the incident.  Our jurisdiction 
to review decisions regarding the handling of grievances is limited to claims that the 
decision was improperly motivated or lacking a rational basis.33  The question presented 
by this appeal, therefore, is not whether Thomas’s discharge was justified, but whether 
the union’s handling of his grievance protesting the discharge was rational.  Clearly it 
was. 

 
The benefits that Thomas is seeking in this appeal were negotiated in order to 

encourage active employees to take an early voluntary retirement.  As a discharged 
employee, Thomas was not part of the group entitled to these benefits.  In fact, this 
record reveals that Thomas’s grievance had already been settled when negotiations for 
the 2008 Special Attrition Plan commenced.  Unfortunately, GM confused the issue by 
sending Thomas the paperwork to apply for SAP benefits.  GM’s error may have led 
Thomas to believe he was entitled to these benefits, but it did not change the terms of 
his grievance settlement.  The grievance settlement provides for a normal retirement 
and explicitly states that the grievant will not be entitled to any other benefit or 
compensation. 

 
The local union representatives handling Thomas’s grievance presented every 

available argument in their effort to persuade management to reinstate him.  This record 
demonstrates that they made a strong case that Thomas had tried to avoid a 
confrontation with Dyer and that management was at fault for tolerating Dyer’s 

                                                 
33 UAW Constitution, Article 33, §4(i). 
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aggressive defiance of the die setter’s safety lights.  On the other hand, Dyer claimed 
that Thomas stuck the first blow in the fight.34  There were no witnesses to confirm or 
deny who actually initiated the confrontation.  Furthermore and significantly, both Dyer’s 
and Thomas’s account of the incident confirm that Thomas produced a knife to use as a 
weapon against Dyer.  Even if the mitigating circumstances could be established, 
therefore, Thomas violated GM’s policy against the use of weapons in the workplace.  
Nevertheless, the local processed his grievance through each step of the procedure and 
ultimately referred it to the Umpire in accordance with the provisions of the UAW-GM 
Agreement.  

 
At the Umpire stage, the International Union succeeded in negotiating a good 

settlement for Thomas that allowed him a full retirement under the GM-UAW National 
Agreement, Supplemental Agreement – Pension Plan.  Under this agreement the 
parties arranged for Thomas to receive back pay sufficient to attain the minimum 
credited service to qualify for retirement under the plan.  This was a valuable benefit for 
Thomas that allowed him to enjoy a retirement benefit that he could not have qualified 
for otherwise.  It would have been highly imprudent to forego this settlement to pursue 
reinstatement by the Umpire based on the facts of this case. Thomas wisely accepted 
this arrangement and retired under the normal provisions of the 2007 pension plan.  The 
parties’ subsequent negotiation of a Special Attrition Plan is irrelevant to the merits of 
Thomas’s grievance settlement.   

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed. 
 

                                                 
34 Record, pp. 67 and 161. 


